Tiger Jo's Top Martial Arts

Sign Up for TMA Classes offered to the Elementary Schools

USE THIS FORM TO GIVE PERMISSION TO YOUR CHILD TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ELEMENTARY PROGRAM OFFERED BY TMA EVERY TUESDAY DURING THE MONTHS OF MAY AND JUNE AT 11 AM ON ZOOM AFTER YOU FILL OUT THIS FORM WE WILL EMAIL YOU THE ZOOM INFO IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CONTACT US VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.TMATKD.COM Top Martial Arts is known for not just providing high energy classes of physical activity, but basing our classes on essential life skills like Focus, Confidence, and Discipline. Note: These classes are fitness based not Tae Kwon Do based. This means there is no prior requirements to get started. A typical class includes high energy presentations of basic exercise movements such as: Jumping Jacks, High Knees, Squats, etc. The entire family is welcomed to participate.

https://forms.gle/4g4hRAMijAo1LMa56

Tiger Jo's Top Martial Arts
1032 Old Peachtree Rd, NW Ste 306
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
770.277.8008
tmatkd@hotmail.com
TMATKD.COM